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1. Ruth Smith (Chair)   RS PM Management Consultants Ltd 
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3. Jo Corney    JC DWP 
4. Matt Parsons   MP Sirius Minerals 
5. Laura Mason   LM NYBEP 
6. Paul Bell     PB East Riding Council 
7. Carolyn Frank   CF FSB 
8. Sam Alexander   SA Your Consortium 
9. Margaret Hicks-Clarke   MHC Independent 
10. Judith Kirk    JK North Yorkshire County Council 
11. Charles Lane   CL FERA Science 
12. Tim Gillbanks   TG Millthorpe School 
13. Maxine Squire   MS City of York Council 
 

Secretariat 
1. Hannah Beever   HB Local Enterprise Partnership 
2. Annabel Jelley   AJ Local Enterprise Partnership 
3. Simon King   SK Local Enterprise Partnership 
4. David Kerfoot   DK Local Enterprise Partnership 
5. Jude Knight   JK Local Enterprise Partnership 
6. Louise Lunn   LL Local Enterprise Partnership 
7. Pip Betts    PB2 Local Enterprise Partnership 

 
 

Circulate 
1. David Bowe   DB North Yorkshire County Council 
2. Gary Fielding   GF North Yorkshire County Council 
3. Michael Leah   ML North Yorkshire County Council 
4. WEB publications   WP Local Enterprise Partnership 
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Agenda  15 November 2018 

 

No. Item Lead 

1 Chairs Welcome 

 Welcome & Introductions, Apologies 

 Declarations of interest 

 HE membership on the SEB 

 Minutes meeting September 2018 for approval 

 Action Points 
 

RS 
13.00 – 13.10 

2 ESIF 

 Update  

 BBO and DWP decisions on extension (Jude)  

 

AJ 

13.10 – 13.20 

3 Community Led local Development Update 

 Update from Rob Warner  

Jude Knight 

13.20 - 13.40 

4 Skills Capital 

 Status of projects 

 Recommendations from Capital Panel  

Paul Bell 

13.40 – 14.00 

5 Feedback from Chairs of sub groups  

 Laura Mason (Careers Strategy Group) 

 Sam Alexander (Social Inclusion Group) 

14.00 – 14.20 

LM & SA 

6 Take stock of 2018/19 delivery plan &  

Plans and priorities for 2019/20 Delivery Plan 

To discuss emerging skills issues – e.g. 
Apprenticeships and technical skills, Digital skills, 
‘place-making’, ‘good growth’, ageing population, 
diversity 

RS & AJ  

14.20 – 14-50 

 AOB 

 2019 Meeting Dates 

All 

14.50 – 15.00 Close 

 

 

Date of next meeting 21 February 2019 (14.00 – 16.00) 
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Skills Brief for the Skills and Employability Board - In Confidence 

By: The Skills Team 
For meeting: 15.11.18 
 

Contents 

1. LEP Review Update  

2. 2018/19 Delivery Plan Performance mid-year report       

3. ESIF and non-ESIF skills contracts        

4. Skills Capital Fund          

5. Events and Publicity          

6. Workforce Skills 

7. Apprenticeships          

8. Social Inclusion        

9. North Yorkshire Coast Opportunity Area update       

10. LEP Skills Team update 

11. Appendices 

 
1.0 LEP Review Update 
 
There are three main parts to the LEP Review – geography, membership and Governance. The YNYER 
LEP set out how it would address these three areas in its formal submission to Government at the 
end of September 2018. The main area of contention nationally has been geography as there are a 
number of LEPs whose borders overlap. The Government had stipulated that no overlaps would be 
allowed going forward.  
 
Shortly before the deadline for submission, some LEPs declared that they wanted to maintain 
existing boundaries and the Government were not clear about whether this would be allowed. As a 
result of the uncertainty and the YNYER LEP’s support of the positive ways in which current overlaps 
have been managed, the formal submission to Government was a wish to maintain York, North 
Yorkshire and East Riding as the LEP geography.  
 
 
2.0 Delivery Plan Performance – mid-year report 
 
We have reached the mid-year point of the annual Delivery Plan cycle. Performance against success 
criteria has been assessed and is detailed in separate report with RAG rating. In general, progress is 
good with no areas of serious concern.  
 
This year the LEP is starting the planning process for the 2019/20 Delivery Plan early to give more 
time for consideration by the Boards regarding priority areas of work. Whilst this is an iterative 
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process and there is not an expectation that next year’s Delivery Plan will differ significantly from the 
current one, there is a need to take stock of current priorities, challenges, opportunities and 
emerging areas. This consideration will feed into the planning cycle and a draft 2019/20 Skills 
Delivery Plan will be presented to the SEB in February. 
 
 

 
 
3.0 ESIF and non-ESIF skills contracts 

 
To note: DWP (Department for Work and Pensions) is the managing authority for the European 
Social Fund. In order to meet key programme performance targets, all staff within DWP are currently 
working to process claims. All emails sent in to the Department receive an automatic response 
explaining this and a generic email address for further queries. This is clearly a frustrating position 
and means that all communication in and out of the Department is severely restricted. There are 
implications for projects in delivery, projects in appraisal and for the LEP when trying to 
communicate regarding delivery of the programme. 
  
Contract performance - Appendix 1 gives progress on the 13 ESIF funded contracts and the 3 non-
ESIF funded contracts. Some of these contracts (see notes) have been extended and increased in 
value and this change has had an impact on overall performance measures. 
 
SSW Developmental Projects - The LEP must retain its detailed knowledge of the skills if its regions 
businesses are to remain competitive and assist their employees to prosper. To help maintain this 
expert knowledge the LEP has specified three closely linked developmental projects which are 
anticipated to commence in October 2018. 
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a) Improving access to higher-level skills development and to associated job opportunities in 

Agri-tech, Digital and Engineering 
b) Wide focused review of higher-level technical skills (research) 
c) Workforce Development Report and Strategy  

 
Agri-Skills - The LEP published a call for ESF funding to seek an applicant to deliver a business 
support programme to agricultural businesses. Ideally a single provider is required to deliver the 
agri-skills programme. The key aspects are: 
 

 Leadership and management training to individuals within the businesses 

 Providing business support to the businesses 
 
This Programme will address challenges that agricultural businesses will face with the loss of EU CAP 
payments. The call for £800k was launched on 10 July and is now closed; it is a joint call with Humber 
LEP. We are waiting for an update on the application that is delayed due the DWP position outlined 
above. 
 
Women in the Workforce - The skills team and DWP finalised the Women in the Workforce ESF call 
which is scheduled for publication in autumn 2018. The call was scheduled to be published on 18 
October, but again due to the issues highlighted with DWP, this date has been delayed. The final call 
is being signed off at the ESIF committee on 9 November, and we anticipate publication should be 
shortly after that. There will be a service design workshop to bring prospective delivery partners 
together. The call will include; 
 

 Gender Pay Gap Analysis & Action Plans for SMEs 

 Organisational transformation to support women in the workforce   

 Sponsorship Programmes 

 Women Returner initiatives ‘Returnships’ 

 Tackling gender stereotypes to increase women in senior roles 

 Training for women leaders 

 Training to encourage more women onto Boards 

 Creation of women’s networks in rural areas 

 Support for Aspiring young women to leadership 

 Mentoring for women 

 Training for Women Ambassadors & Entrepreneurs 

 Influencer training in schools, colleges & universities 

 
Specialised Skills Support - The full applications that responded to the Specialised Skills Support and 
Business Scale Up calls that closed in December 2017 are being appraised by DWP. These 
applications have been in the appraisal phase since the beginning of 2018 and are currently delayed 
by issues at DWP. 

 

Specialist Support Skills Programme – 2 full applications currently in appraisal: 
 

 Specialist Skills Support Programme – Calderdale College - £1,670,000 ESF 

 Strand 4 Apprenticeship Capacity Building – The University of York - £590,975 ESF 
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Business Up Scale-Development Programme – 1 full application currently in appraisal: 

  

 Business Scale-up Development Programme – Calderdale College - £1,500,000 ESF 
 

Opt-In procurement – The ESFA issued specifications for its further round of Opt-In procurement. It 
sought applicants across all four areas of provision (funding breakdown below) for this LEP area and 
we believe that applications were received from at least one applicant for each project. These 
include Skills Support for the Workforce, Skills Support for the Unemployed, NEET and Community 
Grants. The announcements scheduled for successful applicants is Dec 2018 /Jan 2019. The new 
contracts will go live on 1 April 2019. This means there will be no loss of continuity in provision. 
 

ESF Funding Breakdown for new projects Total 

Skills Support for the Unemployed £500,000 

NEET £250,000 

Community Grants £1,000,000 

Skills Support for the Workforce £2,500,000 

 
DWP Opt In – Potential Extension of Humber LEP Maximus contract 
The SEB may recall, that to avoid duplication of provision in the East Riding we ‘transferred’ some 
allocation to the Humber LEP for them to commission delivery of the DWP Opt In in East Yorkshire.  
 
Following the SEB’s recent decision not to extend the DWP Ixion contract in York and North 
Yorkshire, we are anticipating a similar ask in respect to extended delivery of the Maximus contract 
in the Humber LEP area, with a further contribution from YNYER for delivery in the East Riding. 
 
As with the Ixion contract, the opportunity to extend the current Maximus contract is contingent on 
them meeting performance criteria. Indicative figures are that the Humber would be looking at a 
contribution of £50,800 from us. 
 
The SEB is required to make a formal recommendation to the ESIF committee and as such this item 
will appear on the agenda on the next SEB meeting on 15 November 2018. 
 
 
ESIF Programme uprating 
 
Due to a re-calculation of the exchange rate, the LEP’s allocation for ESF will be increased by £4.02m 
across the five Priority Areas. Over the coming months we will work on how this extra funding can be 
allocated. It is expected that some of this funding may be used to extend existing projects.  
 
Preparation for the Shared Prosperity Fund 
 
There have been some initial meetings to gain local views on the future Shared Prosperity Fund 
which will replace EU funding after Brexit. The consultation is still at an early stage but partners and 
stakeholders are keen to activity shape the fund. The LEP is working on how to gain meaningful and 
robust feedback on current ESF delivery when MI is poor from the managing authorities and projects 
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have not finished. Where the LEP can gain information from formal evaluation of projects it will feed 
the information into the process. 
 

4.0 Skills Capital Fund 

1. The LEP launched a new Call for Skills Capital proposals on Friday 3 August and closed on 21 Sept. 
£800,000 of Skills Capital Fund was made available for proposals that are strategic investments in 
digital and technological infrastructure. Four proposals passed the eligibility criteria and have been 
externally appraised.  

The project appraisals will be reviewed and next steps decided at the Skills Capital Panel and SEB on 
Thursday 15 November. 

2. The status of all current projects is shown in the tables below. Of the £10.87m allocated from the 
Local Growth Fund since 2014 approximately £6m has now been invoiced by the project 
organisations. 

3. The total Local Growth Fund is overcommitted by £8m which is a healthy overall position at this 
stage of the programme. However, it means that there is unlikely to be another call for skills capital 
projects in the foreseeable future.  

 

2014 Skills Capital active projects 

No. Lead Title Total £ LEP Status 

1 Harrogate 

College 

New build and 

facilities 

£6.00m £3m Operational 

2 AB College Agri-Engineering 

Centre 

£1.80m £600k Operational 

 

3 AB College Agri-tech Skills  

Centre 

£3.00m £1m Operational 

 

 Totals  £10.8m £4.6m  

 

2015 Skills Capital Projects 

No. Lead Title Total £ LEP Status 

1 Craven 

College 

Animal 

Management 

£1.6m £800k Operational (opened 29 June 

2018) 

2 Selby 

College 

Specialist 

Equipment 

£230k £115k Operational 
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 Totals  £1.83m £915k  

 

2016 Skills Capital Projects 

No. Lead Title Total £ LEP Status 

1 

 

Yorkshire 

Arboretum 

Tree Health 

Centre 

£520k £260k Full business case submitted by 

19 October. Decision at Skills 

Capital Panel/SEB on 15 

November. 

2 

 

GIFHE ELITE project £10.25m £3.345m Funding Agreement in place. 

Work under way 

3 Selby 

College 

Trailblazer £150k £75k Operational 

4 East Riding 

College 

Mechatronics 

Workshop 

£385k £225k Operational 

5 Craven 

College 

Electronic and 

Computing Lab. 

£70k £35k Operational 

6 

 

York 

College 

Internet of 

Things 

£40k £20k Operational 

 
Totals  £11.42m £3.96m  

 

2017 Skills Capital – Digital Infrastructure for Skills 

No. Lead Title £ Total £ LEP Status 

1 

 

Bishop 

Burton 

Digital Platform £645k £400k Funding agreement signed 20 

August 18 

2 

 

AB College Future Farm £640k £430k Funding agreement signed 28 

August 18 

3 

 

GIFHE Scarborough 

TEC 

£543k £543k Pilot scheme, grant £95k, for the 

project requires further 

development. SEB decision 
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required 15 Nov. 

 
Totals  £1.828m £1.373m  

 
 

LGF Skills Capital – Construction Skills Village 

No Lead Title £ Total £ LEP Status 

1 

 

Scarborough 

Borough 

Council 

Construction 

Skills Village 

£400k £160k Agreed by capital panel, SEB (7 

Jun 18) and infrastructure board 

to proceed to funding agreement 

subject to conditions.  

 

LGF Skills Capital – 2018 Call 

No Lead Title £ Total £ LEP Status 

1 

 

Selby College Project Rural £125.3K £100K Application received and 

appraised externally. Decision on 

next steps 15 NOV SEB/panel 

2 Scarborough 

Sixth Form 

College 

Apprenticeship 

& Business unit 

£200K £125K Application received and 

appraised externally. Decision on 

next steps 15 NOV SEB/panel 

3 East Riding 

College 

Digital 

Workplace 

£286K £161K Application received and 

appraised externally. Decision on 

next steps 15 NOV SEB/panel 

4 Askham 

Bryan College 

Precision 

Agricultural 

Technology 

£0 £156K Application rejected due to lack 

of match funding 

 
 
5.0   Events and Publicity 
 
The 2018 Inspired People Event – 27 September 
 
The event was successful with 95 delegates and positive feedback. The event was opened by David 
Kerfoot and the speakers were well received. AJ gave an update on performance and impact of skills 
projects which was followed by a strong line-up of guest speakers. 
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Guest presenters were: Philippa Bogle (Enterprise Advisor Ripon Outward School); Tim Gillbanks 
(Millthorpe School); Sam Alexander (Your Consortium); Jacob Hill (OffPloy); Lorraine Hamilton 
(HEYMind); and Charles Lane (FERA). 
 
The event reviewed the skills interventions and investments made across our region this year along 
with their impact. It disseminated outcomes and findings from projects and give a valuable 
networking opportunity. 
 
Scarborough Science & Engineering Week 
 
The LEP supported this annual event (£12K) once again and it was a great success. There were 2,700 

attendees, and a further 300 involved in the challenge where schools designed and created a Balloon 

Car which they showed at the event. There was also a parents’ event, which attracted 200 people. 

 
 
6.0  Workforce Skills 

There is a joint event with Humber LEP & CITB on 29th November at Bishop Burton College. The 
event will promote joint working by LEPs on improving the construction skills pipeline. YNYER LEP 
has commissioned CITB to undertake some research on local construction supply and demand to 
allow us to focus on the most acute skills gaps and we will launch this research at the event. 
Attendees will include partners from colleges and training providers, planning authorities, employer 
and developer representatives. The outcome of the event will be a review of skills gaps across the 
local area, information on upcoming construction projects that will need to be serviced by skills and 
best practice examples of innovative provision to meet demand. The event will link partners to 
enable change at a local level. 
 
Skills Advisory Panels  
 
In an attempt to formalise the ways in which LEPs plan and fund skills projects, the Government 
announced that it would require all LEPs to have a ‘Skills Advisory Panel’. The guidance for these set 
out the expectations on LEPs including the need for improved Governance of Skills & Employability 
Boards and a comprehensive suite of data underpinning decisions on skills especially related to 
funding. After a period of inactivity and a small number of LEPs being part of a pilot, the call for SAPs 
to be formed has intensified in recent weeks. However, at the latest LEP Network meeting in 
October, Government officers indicated that sign off from the Minister had not been forthcoming. 
We therefore keep a watching brief. 
 
Digital Skills Panel and Digital Skills Innovation Fund 
 
There is an upward trajectory of national interest in digital skills as a key driver of economic growth. 
It impacts on every level of the workforce from the highest level technical skills required by growth 
businesses to the individual IT skills needed by people who are applying for benefits or seeking work. 
This is overlaying the infrastructure issues that are particularly pertinent in rural areas where some 
people have no access to broadband.  
 
A fund was launched by the Department for Digital, Culture, Media & Sport (DCMS) which was to 
support LEPs to develop digital skills partnerships. Some LEPs are further ahead with their planning 
and have formed a digital strategy as part of their preparations for the Industrial Strategy. On the 
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back of this two LEPs have launched Digital Skills Partnerships with a third planned later this year. 
The YNYER LEP is not yet in a position to do this but it may be wise to start preparing for it. With this 
in mind, digital skills has been added to the agenda of the next SEB. 
 
7.0 Apprenticeships 

There is a joint event with Humber LEP on 3rd December to engage employers in apprenticeship 
growth plans. The event will focus on engaging employers with capacity to grow their provision using 
their apprenticeship levy and share good practice from others who are doing so successfully. The 
event will provide a launch platform for the Apprenticeship Workforce Development Toolkit 
commissioned and designed by YNYER LEP and authored by Strategic Development Network. 

Throughout December the LEP communications team will be launching a PR campaign in support of 
apprenticeships to showcase the Strategic Development Network toolkit and case studies of 
employers benefiting from investment in apprenticeships.  

 
8.0 Careers Strategy Group 

 
Careers and Enterprise Company – York and North Yorkshire Career Hub Launch. 
The launch took place 10 October with 27 of the 35 schools attending. The aim of the event was to 
inform the schools about the Hub and how it will work in North Yorkshire, with Karleen Dowden, 
CEC, Regional Director delivering the first presentation detailing what is expected from the schools 
and what resources they can access from the CEC. The event also showcased the lead school, 
businesses, delivery partners and the lead college speaking about their commitment to the Hub. 
Feedback was very positive from the event. The CEC ran a training course in Birmingham which was 
informative and enabled all Career Hub Manager’s to talk about their vision for the Hubs as well as 
being able to share concerns.  The LEP has now completed the re-contracting process with NYBEP to 
help deliver the project. Planning meetings are scheduled with NYBEP October and November.  

 
The Leading Careers Guidance Toolkit to support schools to implement the national careers 
statutory guidance was promoted at the Careers Hub launch on 10th October and East Riding Careers 
CPD event on 11th October. This resource has been well- received from schools and hard copies are 
to be disseminated through CEC Enterprise Co-ordinators and schools careers networks. 
Quality in Careers Award; From the original 21 institutions working towards the Quality in Careers 

Standard we now have ten schools that have successfully achieved  the award. A full list can be 

found in the Appendix. 

The National Careers Service contract has been awarded to a new contractor called the Education 

Development Trust. This provider is new to the area but has reached out to the LEP in order to hit 

the ground running.  

9.0      Social Inclusion 

Action Toward Inclusion – extension and/or growth 

The Big Lottery Fund has written to the LEP Chairs and subsequently the ESIF Committee Chair to 
inform them that the Big Lottery Fund Board has agreed to put further Lottery investment into 
Building Better Opportunities (BBO). The intention is to extend the existing BBO projects up to 2023 
provided they are performing satisfactorily against targets. At this point The Big Lottery is asking the 
LEP to inform them of their interest in principle, in extending the existing MoU. 
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We are awaiting information regarding the review of performance (due end of October) and have 
not yet had confirmation of the timescales for any decision to be fed back to The Big Lottery. There 
has also not been any indication from The Big Lottery of the LEP allocation required to match Big 
Lottery investment.  
The SEB is required to make a formal recommendation to the ESIF committee and as such this item 
will appear on the agenda on the next SEB meeting on 15 November 2018. 
 
Returners Fund – Supporting Parent Returners to the Workforce   
 
The LEP is currently supporting the CIPD with its bid into the Returners Fund to deliver a project 
which will support parent returners to the workforce. This pilot project will cover all of Yorkshire and 
Humber and is expected to support 150 participants, both returning professionals and returning 
benefit claimants, over 6-9 months. 
 
We are working with CIPD to align activity with the Women in the Workforce project. The CIPD’s 
proposed project focusses on parent returners specifically in STEM, law, tech, telecoms and retail. 
Delivery will be met through trained CIPD volunteer HR professionals. Support will be a mix of face-
to-face and through the use of remote technology to ensure those living in more rural locations do 
not miss out. Successful returners will be supported in work through the creation of returner 
support networks. Networks of returner ambassadors will further the recruitment of parent 
returners to business. 
 
Links have been made with Your Consortium and Humber Learning Consortium as a source of 
referrals from BBO project leavers. 
 
10.  North Yorkshire Coast Opportunity Area Update 
 
This initiative has now been running for over a year and the focus of activity has been mostly in early 
years and schools improvement. OA funding has been utilised to produce a careers guidance leaflet 
which has been printed and circulated to all schools. Further funding has been allocated to support a 
Careers Guidance Website Portal called ‘Log on- Move On’ which contains localised careers 
information, links to the local college prospectuses and support with careers planning. The launch of 
this is on 7 November in Scarborough.  
The Post-16 Providers Group has not been meeting in recent months but served as a good vehicle to 
bring together Post – 16 Education providers to align provision. There have been several changes in 
leadership in Scarborough institutions (new Principals at Scarborough Sixth Form, the UTC and 
Coventry University campus). There is also a challenging   issue with   post -16 provision in Whitby.  
AJ has been working with colleagues in DfE from the OA team to form a plan to address these issues.  
 
11.0 Changes to LEP Skills Team 
 
Pete Johnson retired at the end of September and a recruitment process to replace him has begun. 
Hannah Beever will be going on maternity leave at Christmas. The process to recruit maternity cover 
has begun. Candidates for both vacancies will be interviewed on 9 November with a view to new 
people starting as soon as possible. 
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12.0  Hull College/Harrogate College 
 
Over the last few months Hull College Group has been undergoing a process for de-merging from 
Harrogate College. Originally four colleges were in the running (Askham Bryan, Craven, York and 
Leeds City College) and all interested colleges were required to submit an expression of interest by 
the end of September. This included a submission to the Transaction Unit which is the national pot 
of funding which was put in place to support the outcomes of the Area Reviews. Currently, all but 
one of the colleges (Leeds City College) has withdrawn from the process. Hull College has indicated 
that its Board will make a decision about the successful new ‘owner’ of Harrogate College in 
November. The new owner of Harrogate College will be required to honour the funding agreement 
made in 2015 for the £3m of funding given to Hull College for improvements at the site. 
 
END



 

 

 

Appendix 1. Overview of Projects 

Details of contract performance are shown in the table below. The two RAG ratings show contract performance for a) the ESFA reporting period to 1 Sept 2018 

(R01) and b) over the contract term to date. The + & - numbers show variance from profile during the last period.  The figures in the ‘Ongoing’ column show % 

spend over % time into the contract Note that the flag ratings do not take into account achievement claims that are in the pipeline. Key: Green = performance 

0% to -10%; Amber = -10% to -30%; Red = > -30%. 

No Contract and 

full value 

Profile 

to end 

Aug 18 

Actual RAG 

 

Comments 

1 NEET 

£465k 

£213k 

 

£231k  Prospects. Contract value increased to £465k. 100% of profile starts delivered. Discussions 

with schools identified a further 50 students. Schools commented on the value of this 

Programme. 

2 CEIAG (MDA) 

£336k 

£194k £188k  Prospects. The contract has been extended to March 2019 and value increased to £ 336k. 

Already ahead of profile. Schools beginning to achieve Quality Awards. College leavers now 

being targeted by the Provider. 

3 CEIAG (TA) 

£299k 

£161k £145k  Prospects. The contract has been extended to March 2019 and value increased to £ 299k. 

4 Skills Support 

for Unemployed 

(MDA) 

£373k 

£373k £291k  The contract terminated 31 July 2018. Hard close of the contract is 18 October meaning all 

remaining data must be submitted and the contract closed down. Evaluation will be 

published thereafter by ESFA. 

5 Skills Support 

for Unemployed 

£127k £103k  As above 



 

 

 

(TA) 

£127k 

6 Community 

Grants (MDA) 

£1.12m 

£820k £725k  

 

 

HLC. The contract has been increased in value to £1.12m and extended. A total of 75 

grants have been awarded as a result of five application rounds. HLC continues to provide 

a high level of support. 1126 Learners starts against an updated profile of 1676. Round 6 is 

underway. 

7 Community 

Grants (TA) 

£382k 

£254k £242k  HLC. The contract has been increased in value to £382k and extended. Details are similar 

to those given under MDA. 52 Grants have been awarded and 440 Learners starts against 

an updated profile of 801. 

 

 

 

8 Skills Support 

for the 

Workforce 

(MDA) 

£4.2m 

£2.8m £2.2m  Calderdale College. The contract has increased in value to £4.2m and extended to April 

2019. The Provider has conducted a full assessment of subcontractors to ensure only the 

successful ones continue with the extended contract. The final delivery plan has been 

agreed for the flexible part of SSW which includes production of Workforce Development 

Strategy, Higher Level Skills research and Higher level Engineering. 

9 Skills Support 

for the 

Workforce (TA) 

£950k £694k  Calderdale College. The contract has increased in value to £1.47m and extended to April 

2019. The East Riding area remains the biggest challenge. The Provider has conducted a 

full assessment of subcontractors to ensure only the successful ones continue with the 

extended contract. 



 

 

 

£1.47m  

10 Higher-level 

Skills (MDA) 

£135k 

£135k £99K  Calderdale College. This contract terminated in July 2018 after a long period of 

underperformance. Evaluation report to be published once contract has been fully closed 

down. 

11 Higher-level 

Skills (TA) 

£36k 

£36k £19k  As above 

12 Apprenticeship 

Services (MDA) 

£299k 

 

£298k £192k  GIFHE. The contract terminated in July 2018. Evaluation report to be published once 

contract has been fully closed down. 

13 Apprenticeship 

Services ( (TA) 

£143k 

£143k £101k  GIFHE. As above 

 

 

 

DWP & Big Lottery ESIF projects (non-ESFA managed) 

 

No Contract Participants Participants Variance RAG last RAG 

On-

Notes 



 

 

 

 Profile  Actual Qtr going 

 

1 Access to 

Employment 

(Move Forward) 

£3m 

1100 700 64%   On the advice of the Skills and Employability Board, the ESIF 

committee has advised DWP that they do not support the 

intension to extend and grow the current contract. New 

participants will not be able to access support through this 

programme after 30th November 2018. Existing participants 

will be supported to find work until 30th November 2019. In-

work support will still be available for 26 weeks following any 

successful employment until 30th May 2020. 

2 Community Led 

Local 

Development 

(Advantage 

Coast) 

£6.9m 

     A total of 28 ESF and ERDF projects have been agreed by the 

Local Action Group and are in varying stages of completing 

funding agreements and beginning to deliver outputs. (See 

annex for more information). 

Out of total funds available to each area, Scarborough has 

allocated 34% of ESF and 90% of ERDF. Bridlington has 

allocated 75% of ESF and 88% of ERDF 

3 Building Better 

Ops.(Lottery – 

Action Towards 

Inclusion) 

£7.67m 

1,398 836 60%   The time it takes to gather the required evidence needed to 

enrol is still prohibitive and is delaying new participants from 

being added to official figures. Therefore reported figures 

(836) are still lower than actual (1157). Un-reported 

participants are still benefitting from a full programme of 

support whilst evidence for enrolment is being gathered. 

Actual participant numbers are now effectively 3 months 

behind profile however 3 months of delivery were lost at the 



 

 

 

beginning of the programme and a re-profile has not yet 

taken place.  

 

Organisation Achieving Charter 

Mark in Careers Guidance 

Progress as at 30.6.18 

Huntington School Achieved Quality in Careers Standard (Gold) in June 

Eskdale School  Achieved Quality in Careers Standard in June  

Craven PRS Achieved Quality in Careers Standard in July 

All Saints School Achieved Quality in Careers Standard in July 

Breckenbrough School Achieved Quality in Careers Standard in July 

Malton School Achieved Quality in Careers Standard in July 

Scalby School Achieved Quality in Careers Standard in July 

Caedmon Community College  Achieved Quality in Careers Standard in July 

Askham Bryan College Achieved Quality in Careers Standard in July 

Craven College Achieved Quality in Careers Standard in July 

York College Booked for accreditation assessment  Sept 17th  

Scarborough Sixth Form College Aiming towards October completion 

Vale of York Academy Aiming towards October completion 



 

 

 

Applefields School Aiming towards October completion 

Rossett School Aiming towards October completion 

Skipton Girls High School Aiming towards October completion  

Woodlands School  Aiming towards October completion 

Fulford School  Aiming towards completion early in the Spring term 

Nidderdale School  Aiming towards completion early in the Spring term 

Manor Academy Delayed due to staffing issues – spring term completion  

Springhead School May withdraw due to staffing issues – to confirm in 

September  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


